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ABC's of Boating Terms
The ABCs of Sailing
This alphabetical space baby book installment of the Baby University series is the perfect space introduction story for even the youngest astronomers and
makes for a great space-themed baby gift! ABCs of Space is a colorfully simple introduction to space for toddlers and grownups. Using a new astronomical
concept for every letter of the alphabet, your baby will learn their ABCs as they explore the universe! Written by experts in the fields of astrophysics and
mathematics, each page in this cosmic primer features multiple levels of text and learning so that the book will grow along with your little learner. Also in
the Baby University Series: ABCs of Science ABCs of Physics Astrophysics for Babies Baby University: It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind.

Cruising World
Boatowner's Illustrated Handbook of Wiring
Sailing Made Easy is the first step in a voyage that will last you the rest of your life. It is a gift from a group of dedicated sailing professionals who have
committed their lives to sharing their art, their skill, and their passion for this wonderful activity. This book, which Sailing Magazine called "best in class"
upon its release in 2010, is the most comprehensive education and boating safety learn-to-sail guide to date. It is also the official textbook for the ASA
Basic Keelboat Standard (ASA 101). Incorporated in the textbook are useful illustrations and exceptional photographs of complex sailing concepts. The
text’s most distinguishing feature is its user friendly "spreads" in which instructional topics are self-contained on opposing pages throughout the book.
There are also chapter end quizzes and a glossary to help those new to sailing to navigate their way through the extensive nautical terminology.
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Sailing Made Easy
For fans of the Sir Cumference series with coordinate geometry on their mind, here is the seventh installment in this fun look at math and language. While
riding through the forests of Angleland, cousins Per and Radius realize they are lost and are desperate for a map to guide them home. Soon they come
across a mysterious house in the hills. Inside they find a map to a treasure belonging to Xaxon Yellowbearyd, the fiercest Viking warrior of his time. Per
and Radius must decode the strange numbered grid on the map, while trying to steer clear of the pack of bungling bandits who are on their tail. Will they
find the treasure in time? Cindy Neuschwander delivers yet another intriguing math adventure featuring the well-known characters of Angleland. Readers
will enjoy following Per and Radius in their quest while learning how coordinate geometry relates to everyday life. Wayne Geehan’s beautiful illustrations
offer a bit of comic relief, while also clearly demonstrating the concepts explored in the story.

Shiver Me Letters
"Sailing is Fun - A Beginners Manual for Young Sailors" is written for kids. This book introduces basic terms, concepts and procedures which all new
sailors need to understand, but does so in a "kid friendly" manner. The book also stresses water safety. It is the author's hope that once a child is properly
introduced to the joys and thrills of sailing, a life-long passion will develop. In this modern 21st century world, there is a lot of "bad stuff" out there for kids
to get into. Sailing is a great alternative. It's fast (or can be), it's fun, and it's green, totally green.

Cruising World
Keep your boat's electrical systems running and reliable “Boatowner’s Illustrated Electrical Handbook is perfect for learning how your boat’s electrical
system and much of its equipment works, and it will be an invaluable guide when adding equipment as well. This book needs to be in every boater’s library
as a ready reference on how to make effective repairs and modifications that comply with ABYC standards.”—Ed Sherman, Senior Instructor and
Curriculum Designer, American Boat and Yacht Council “A definitive technical book that is easy to read. Buy this book and throw out the
rest.”—Motorboat & Yachting Whether you take to the sea under power or sail, bounce around the bay in your runabout, or cross oceans in your cruiser,
you’ll find everything you need to maintain, repair, and upgrade your boat’s DC and AC electrical systems with this comprehensive and fully illustrated
guide. Tackle onboard electrical projects and learn how to: Meet ABYC standards for both DC and AC wiring Install solar- and wind-power systems Add
electrical components Prevent corrosion of your electrical system . . . and more

An ABC of Pirates
An alphabet book presenting unusual facts about a variety of boats from aircraft carriers to zodiacs.

The Sailor's Alphabet
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Mr. Small is a sailor in this maritime adventure! Captain Small and his dog Tinker sail and fish together. When a storm comes, Captain Small heads for the
safety of the shore. A comforting, nostalgic story full of information about sailing.

The Annapolis Book of Seamanship
The ABCs of Sailing is a colorful introduction to the joy of sailing. Learn about sailing terms from A to Z with fun illustrations and rhyming descriptions
for each letter. This is a great book for parents, grandparents, and anyone with young children who love sailing!

First Sail
An alphabet book featuring animals, plants, objects, and activities associated with the state of Maine.

Rya Go Sailing Activity Book
Wrapped inside the story of one plucky frog's adventure is an introduction to sailing for young children and their parents. From raising the sail to crossing
the wind, the handling of a small boat is thoroughly illustrated and described in this book. Along with the brave Wasserfrosh a reader learns what sailing is an adventure and a pastime unlike any other.

Beachcruising and Coastal Camping
Harbor Bound
The Church History ABCs
Want to learn to sail in a small boat? This book will be the foundation of your sailing life forever. Featuring extraordinary images, and written by bestselling author Peter Isler, this book brings the sport of sailing alive. Peter believes that learning to sail a small boat is fundamentally the same regardless of
what type of boat you are sailing and takes you through the ABCs of learning to sail using both catamarans and monohulls. Discover why the wind and its
direction are the center of every sailor’s universe. Find out how to prepare yourself and your boat for some fun on the water. Learn how to drive, trim sails
and crew in any small boat – on any point of sail.
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All about Boats A to Z
This book will have kids coloring their way to learning about boating. It explains the sometimes confusing terms boaters use in an easy-to-understand and
fun way. What is the bow on a boat? What does SOS mean? What about the flags on the boats? Everything you ever wanted to know about boating is
answered, from A to Z, and your kids will get a kick out of being able to color their own boats and captains. This great educational tool for boating families
with elementary and middle school-aged children is something the whole family can share. It is a perfect gift for all boat owners. Picture bookages 0-6.

A Sailing Primer
Presents the pirate alphabet, from plundering for booty and facing a foe to hunting for treasure and trimming the sails.

The Sailing Saint
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: All aboard for a train ride through the alphabet! Whether chug-chug-chugging up a mountainside in an Incline train or
zipping at super speed in a Bullet train, trains will get you where you need to be—A to Z! There is a train—some familiar and some unusual—for every letter
of the alphabet. Trains are used all over the world for carrying people and cargo from place to place. With a bouncy rhyming text, and clever illustrations
full of visual cues, young readers will love learning all about trains. A companion to the Children's Book Award nominated Alphabet Trucks! From the
Hardcover edition.

Journal of Health, Physical Education, Recreation
Let's Go Sailing
Dramatically converted on the stormy seas, a slave-trader-turned-abolitionist penned the best-loved hymn of the Christian faith. A church father was
arrested and martyred for teaching the truth about Christ’s incarnation. Captured by pirates and shipped off to Ireland, a priest baptized thousands of
pagans, from paupers to princes. Now who ever said church history was boring? The Church History ABCs is a fun way for kids to learn about great figures
in Christian history. Twenty-six heroes of the faith march through the alphabet, boldly telling their stories in language children can understand. This wide
range of characters—men and women from across the centuries, from all over the globe—reflects the breadth of church history and reminds children that
these great figures of the past were living, breathing people who lived and died for the glory of God.

ABCs of California Boating Law
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Seal the hatches.Lock the boom.Looming waves.Up . . . up . . . ZOOM! Daylight is fading, so it's time for boats of all kinds to wrap up their work and
navigate back to harbor. As a tugboat and its crew of father and child steer toward home, it's a race to get there before the storm does! Harbor Bound traces
their energetic journey, finally culminating with a gentle lullaby as they reach the shore. This picturebook is a natural choice for children who love vehicle
stories, and its steady, lilting rhythm makes it perfect for bedtime reading.

The Boat Alphabet Book
* One of OprahMag.com's Most Anticipated Romances of 2021! * Heartbroken by the loss of her fiancé, adventurous Anna finds a second chance at love
with an Irish sailor in this riveting, emotional romance. After a reminder goes off for the Caribbean sailing trip Anna was supposed to take with her fiancé,
she impulsively goes to sea in the sailboat he left her, intending to complete the voyage alone. But after a treacherous night’s sail, she realizes she can’t do
it by herself and hires Keane, a professional sailor, to help. Much like Anna, Keane is struggling with a very different future than the one he had planned.
As romance rises with the tide, they discover that it’s never too late to chart a new course. In Trish Doller’s unforgettable Float Plan, starting over doesn't
mean letting go of your past, it means making room for your future. "The perfect escape. Fresh, funny, and romantic. I wish I could sail away with this
book." - Meg Cabot, New York Times bestselling author of The Princess Diaries and Little Bridge series

ABCs of Space
ABC's of Maine
Completely revised and updated to address changes in technology, this new edition is the definitive guide to the art and science of sailing. Since the
publication of the widely hailed first edition in 1983, The Annapolis Book of Seamanship has set the standard by which other books on sailing are
measured. Used throughout America as a textbook in sailing schools and Power Squadrons, The Annapolis Book of Seamanship thoroughly and clearly
covers the fundamental and advanced skills of modern sailing. This edition of Annapolis is a major overhaul. Over half the book has been revised; old
topics and features have been updated, and many new ones have been introduced. The design has been modernized, and many color illustrations have been
added. As big and detailed as Annapolis is, the wealth of technical information (including dozens of step-by-step instructions) is presented here in a way
that is uniquely readable; it's both useful and easy to use. This is because John Rousmaniere and artist Mark Smith bring to Annapolis decades of
experience both as sailors and as professional communicators. Annapolis emphasizes the standard skills and proven methods that eliminate error and
confusion, ensure security in emergencies, and allow every sailor more time for enjoyment on the water. Much has changed on the water since 1983 when
this book was originally published. Black buoys are now green, the Global Positioning Satellite navigation system (GPS) is almost universally used, new
types of anchors and sails have appeared, safety skills and gear are vastly improved, many more women are commanding boats, and catamarans and
trimarans are common where only monohulls used to sail. But for all these modern developments, the basic skills and spirit of sailing have not changed at
all. Sail trimming, keeping up steerageway, maintaining the dead reckoning plot, heaving-to -- these fundamentals are as important now as ever and receive
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much attention here. Among the innovations in this edition are: * Basic skills in early chapters: Fundamental sailing and boat-handling skills and gear,
which are introduced in chapters 1, 2, and 3. * "Hands On" segments: Three dozen special sections, each devoted to a particular seamanship problem and an
expert solution. * More how-to tips: Additional rules of thumb that guide a crew quickly and successfully through seamanship problems. * New coverage of
multihulls: Advice on evaluating, anchoring, and handling catamarans and trimarans under sail (including in storms). * More on emergencies: New material
on emergencies, safety, and heavy-weather sailing, including a section on preparing a docked boat for a hurricane. * Equipment updates: Expanded
coverage of the use and care of modern gear and hardware, including radar, GPS, rescue devices, and asymmetrical spinnakers. * Terminology: Full
definition and illustration of major terms when they're first introduced, with alternative language provided in parentheses. * Gender: The use of feminine
personal pronouns, which reflect the fact that more women are captaining and sailing boats than ever before. From navigation and seamanship to boat and
gear maintenance, from pleasure cruising to heavy-weather sailing, here is the definitive, state-of-the-art guide that provides systematic step-by-step
techniques to see you through every situation on deck and in the cockpit.

SIX WORDS FRESH OFF THE BOAT
Successfully Skipper a Sailboat
The captain of this brave and bumbling pirate crew has ordered them to capture the entire alphabet--and they'll walk the plank if they're missing a single
letter! Now these swashbuckling mateys are embarking on an alphabet adventure unlike any other, and they won't (ahem, can't) rest until they've found an
A, a Z, and everything in between. June Sobel's hilarious text and Henry Cole's adventurous animal pirates harmonize in an irresistible book for alphabetlearning, pirate-loving kids everywhere.

Sir Cumference and the Off-the-Charts Dessert
The Little Sailboat
Adam goes sailing with his cousin Beth, who teaches him about sailboats and how to handle them, safety at sea, and other things sailors need to know, just
in time for him to put his knowledge to good use when a storm comes up

Ready, Set, Sail!
Rhyming text explains the parts of the boat and their purpose, from the anchor and jib to the radar and yawl.
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Boatowner's Illustrated Electrical Handbook
Join these sailors as they explore the sea during a fun day of sailing in this follow-up to Ready, Set, Build! Shout your orders loud and fast. "Hoist the
mainsail up the mast!" Grab your life vest, hold on to your compass, and get ready for a day full of sailing fun with a playful tiger and turtle! Follow these
salty sailors as they raise their anchor, cast off, and explore the sea in their little sloop. And after a long day of sailing, they gather and tell tales of all the
things they've seen!

Sailing Is Fun!
A traditional alphabet "chantey" captures the spirit of the songs sung by sailors in the 1800s while providing a stem-to-stern tour of a U.S. Navy frigate.

Saturday Review
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: The eighth book in the popular Sir Cumference series, SIR CUMFERENCE AND THE OFF-THE-CHARTS DESSERT
introduces readers to different methods of collecting data. Sir Cumference and Lady Di of Ameter are in a pickle. The castle cook is sick and the Harvest
Faire is coming up—who will make the special dessert for this annual event? Two bakers in town, Pia of Chartres and Bart Graf, are up to the task. But after
sampling Pia’s delicious pies and Bart’s scrumptious cookies, Sir Cumference and Lady Di just can’t choose! They come up with a solution: hold a contest
and let the townspeople choose the dessert to be served at the faire. When Pia and Bart’s methods of tracking their votes fail, they each realize they need to
come up with a better system. Pia places a colored candy around the edges of a pie dough and Bart stacks his cookie molds—each color candy or mold shape
represents a different kind of pie or cookie. Thus, the pie chart and bar graph are born! But when the contest ends in a tie, Pia and Bart concoct a hybrid
recipe that everyone enjoys.

Sir Cumference and the Viking's Map
Six Words Fresh Off the Boat marries the phenomenon of Larry Smith's successful Six-Word Memoirs with ABC and 20th Century Fox Television's hit
comedy Fresh Off the Boat. The book captures hundreds of takes on the immigration experience, from every-day people as well as world-famous celebrities
including Aziz Ansari, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Julianne Moore, Mario Batali, George Takei, Neil Gaiman, Amanda Palmer, Billy Collins, Junot Díaz,
and Dr. Sanjay Gupta. This book will have you thinking in sixes and challenging others to share six words about their lives.

Introduction to Sailing
Sailing for Kids is aimed at children aged 8-15 who are taking their first steps into the fantastic world of sailing. Packed full of colour photographs and
diagrams, this straightforward and easy-to-understand guide is the perfect introduction to the sport. It is based on the Optimist dinghy, which is the most
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popular children's sailing dinghy worldwide, and endorsed by the UK Optimist Class Association. Topics covered include what to wear, setting up the boat,
sailing and safety. For those who want to go further, there are also tips on sailing faster and preparing to race.

Float Plan
Take the first steps to become certified to charter a boat anywhere in the world. Imagine having the credentials to charter and skipper a boat in the
Caribbean—or anywhere in the world. Grant Headifen and the experts at NauticEd have certified thousands of sailors for bareboat skippering in some of the
most alluring seas of the world. NauticEd’s résumé-building system is accepted by yacht charter companies worldwide. Successfully Skipper a Sailboat
offers everything you need to know—and with its unique, scannable QR codes providing clear instructional videos and animations, it is the next best thing to
being on the water with an instructor at your side. Here is all you need to quickly learn how to confidently handle skippering and boat operations near shore
with ease. NauticEd is the world’s most advanced sailing education and sailing certification program, providing sailing training from basics to advanced
education through entertaining and interactive multimedia online sailing courses and an unparalleled network of global training centers. No other program
in the world can offer you this. Here is what just one of NauticEd’s students had to say: “I’ve sailed for the last thirty-plus years, and have a fifty-ton
master’s credential. I’m constantly learning something new or forgotten from NauticEd.” Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, is
proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in sports—books about baseball, pro football, college football, pro and college basketball,
hockey, or soccer, we have a book about your sport or your team. In addition to books on popular team sports, we also publish books for a wide variety of
athletes and sports enthusiasts, including books on running, cycling, horseback riding, swimming, tennis, martial arts, golf, camping, hiking, aviation,
boating, and so much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Alphabet Trains
Provides instructions for wiring marine electronics and dozens of weekend projects, such as installing cabin and navigation lights, burglar alarms, battery
charge indicators, bilge alarms, and more. This is a user-friendly manual for on-board electrical projects, from fixing loose connections to rewiring your
boat.

Wasserfrosh Goes Sailing
Sailing for Kids
Cruising World
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This is a "how-to" book, packed with information to help you go beachcruising and/or coastal camping, no matter what your level of expertise may be. This
book includes everything you need to know about selecting a beachcruising boat, where to beachcruise, how to make camp, what gear to buy, and more,
including how to go cruising and camping at low cost. Ida Little has beachcruised and coastal camped full time for 20 years (in a variety of boats) and has
observed what other cruisers and campers were doing. She shares her knowledge and adventures with you. In this book, "beachcruising" means cruising a
small boat along a coast with the intention of camping ashore. Though it is possible to use 50-foot schooners to go beachcruising, this book focuses on
small sailboats that are light enough to be lifted or rolled ashore, and sailboats under 30 feet which are designed to dry out flat on an ebb tide. This book
elaborates upon the unique aspects of camping that apply to boating.

RYA Go Sailing!
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